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"Most anybody can do a thing they feel like doing,
but it takes a true man to do a thing when he doesn't
feel like doing it."
THE Students' Council has more influence inour college life than those who make up
that body realize. It may safely be called the
barometer of all other organizations, for it shows
the degree of life in the several organizations
represented. For some time the Students'
Council has been more dead than alive. It is
safe to estimate that not one quarter of its mem-
bers have read the entire Constitution and By-
Laws, and therefore the other three-quarters
have only a hazy idea of what they are members
of such a body for. Attendance at the meetings
has been fair, but in most cases the members at-
tend because they have nothing else to do. It is
almost a certainty that if the President did not
notify all the members the day before each regu-
lar meeting, there would not be a quorum pres-
ent to do business. Many a time members have
been heard to ask: "What's the business to-
day? I've got to go down town; you don't
need me, do you ? " And it is just this spirit
which takes the life from our several organiza-
tions and makes them "back numbers." The
councilors should make business. There are
plenty of matters which should be looked into,
where our college life could be improved as a re-
sult. Every member of the Council should
remember that regular meetings are held on the
first Saturday of each month, and he should
make it a business to be present at all events.
Our representatives do not realize the responsi-
bility of their positions. Under the By-Laws it
is stated that "Any member of the Council who
is guilty of gross violation of the Constitution or
By-Laws, or who absents himself from two tonsecu-
live meetings, without an adequate excuse, shall be
retired from office." As it is now, it is doubtful
whether a member, after absence, even mentions
the matter to the President.
Of course there is another side to the question.
Granted that the Council were as it should be,
could they really instill life into some of our or-
ganizations? We fear not. The reason for
most of our inactivity where we should be active
is plain and evident. The chief cause is laziness.
The second is the narrowness of our college life.
There are those among us who show by their in-
activity and utter neglect of college affairs that
they-come to Rose with the single desire to grad-
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uate from a technical institution, regardless of
surroundings and everything else. They say to
the Institute: "Make engineers of us and do
it in a hurry, cut out all you can, give us as
little to do as possible, and show us all the
short cuts you know." This class is to be
pitied, but they never see themselves as worthy
of sympathy. They don't care whether we have
a gym, a football team, a Scientific Society, a
track team, tennis courts, or anything else. All
they ever do for the Institution is to wear a Rose
pin. They think that if they pay the Students'
fund they have done their duty.
A short time ago the Students' Council awoke
for a time and started an investigation into the
financial conditions of our organizations with a
view towards redistributing the Students' fund
among them. No radical changes were made,
but one fact was clearly impressed on the Coun-
cil. We are not getting all we should out of our
college life. Golden opportunities are being neg-
lected. It isn't necessary for us to join every
organization, but everyone should take an ative
interest in at least one of them.
Article VII of the By-Laws was amended to
read as follows: "The Student fund, created
by the assessment upon each student of $10.00
per annum, shall be divided as follows: 50% to
the Athletic Association, 15% to THE ROSE
TECHNIC, 1234% to the Symphony Club, 10%
to the Y. M. C. A., 2% to the Telegraph Associ-
ation, 2% to the Scientific Society, 1% to the
Camera Club, and the remaining 754 % shall
comprise a General Fund which shall be at the
disposal of the Council." As can be seen by
comparing this new division with the old, there
are only three changes. The Y. M. C, A. has
been given 254 more. The Council wished to
see how the Y. M. C. A. could use this money in
giving more stag sociables for the students and
thus make all better acquainted and develop a
more social spirit in the student body. It has
also been suggested that the Y. M. C. A. join
forces with the Symphony Club in furnishing,
now and then, an enjoyable evening's entertain-
ment strictly for Rose men or for Rose men and
their ladies. How well this will work remains
to be seen. The Scientific Society and the Cam-
era Club have shown, in the past few years, that
they can get along with less money. It was
therefore considered best to cut down their allow-
ance.
"The trees are cloth'd with leaves, the fields with grass,
The blossoms blow, the birds on bushes sing,
And nature has accomplished all the spring."
I T took spring quite a while to get here, but
she has finally put in an appearance. The
robins are singing on the campus, the track man
runs around in his abbreviated uniform, the
smash of the overworked baseball against the bat
is heard from the direction of the diamond, and
the tennis players impatiently watch the condi-
tion of the courts. All this excitement seems
such a pleasant change after the weary winter
months.
But the •track, tennis, and baseball practice
will soon become more like work than play after
a few weeks. Prospects in baseball are bright—
very bright, and we have a fighting chance of
doing big things at the state field meet and ten-
nis tournament. We need all the men who can
do anything in these lines, and besides men we
need plenty of encouragement. Jolly on the oth-
ers if you can't come out yourself. Let's show
them that they are working for us and that
we're proud of them.
THE basketball season is over, and we canlook back at our record with satisfaction.
It is true that all would have felt better if the
last game had turned out differently—but that
game has been discussed so much by all that we
do not care to bring it up here. What we wish
to call the attention of every Rose man to is the
subject of "rooting."
If we had time and space it would be a pleas-
ure for us to show you, by reprinting reports
which we have on hand, what a fine reputation
our rooters of former days established for them-
selves. It would be a pleasure, we say, to show
you how our men were always present with the
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" wind " whenever "old rose and white" was to
compete in any contest whatever. Everyone
within a radius of half a mile or so knew that
Rose was represented by some of her loyal sup-
porters, and that her contestants would not fail
for lack of encouragement in the way of yelling.
And in the good old days, we are glad to state,
our yells were noted qualitatively as well as quan-
titatively.
We blush to say that the rooting heard during
the basketball season just ended could not be
said to possess both of the above characteristics.
There was always volume enough, but the qual-
ity was indeed poor. For this the majority of
our fellows cannot be blamed. It was due en-
tirely to a small number of men who had, and
probably still have, the deluded idea that the
proper way to "root" is to hurl insulting re-
marks and names at the officials and members of
the opposing team. If an official seems to delib-
erately rob us, of course everyone is justified in
becoming indignant, but his anger should not
cause him to forget himself to such an extent that
he should denounce the offender with insulting
remarks. It's all right to urge our captain not
to put up with such unfair treatment, if our ex-
citement carry us that far. But leave it to the
captain at all times.
What every college man should realize is that
rooting consists of cheering our side on, and not
of threatening or jeering at our opponents and
officials. These words are written for a very few
men, we are glad to state, but a very few men
can ruin our reputation if allowed to continue at
this kind of work.
The Students' Council has expressed itself as
strictly opposed to any rooting of this kind, and
a committee has been appointed to do all in their
power to put an end to it. We look for results
to follow.
MANY of our readers patronize our advertis-ers a great deal, but very few of them in-
form the merchant after a purchase that their
" ad " was noticed in THE TECHNIC. Just stop
and think what an easy thing it is to state that
you noticed their advertisement in THE TECH-
NIC. It seems a very little thing, but you would
be surprised if you knew how much good it does
us. Some of the business men tell our manager
that the fellows here don't even stop in and say
how-do-you-do. The merchants are as anxious
for you to tell them where you saw their adver-
tisement as we are to have you, so help boost a
good cause and please both parties the next time
you're down town.
DR. MEES was recently called to Pittsburgh,Pa., to give a lecture in behalf of the in-
terests of the Carnegie Technical School. This
Institution is to be built and maintained by a
large endowment by Mr. Andrew Carnegie. In
the first plans about three thousand students
were to be provided for, and all branches of en-
gineering are to be taught A course of about
a dozen scientific lectures has been planned, the
first of which was delivered by Dr. C. L. Mees
on Monday, April 4th. His subject was Wire-
less Telegraphy.
EARLY last November the Institute was vis-ited and inspected by two members of the
Mosely Commission. This commission investi-
gated American methods of education, and the
commissioners, on the whole, seem to have been
favorably impressed. The reports of the twenty-
six members have just been printed in a large
volume of four hundred pages. The following
extracts concerning these reports are taken from
the Chicago Tribune
There is a virtual concensus of opinion that willingness
to learn characterizes pupils in the United States, while
the teachers seem to be universally possessed with a de-
sire to help pupils in every way possible.
Prof. Ayrton makes the following comparison:
" The American student usually is not as scholarly, nor
as well read as the English student of the same age, but
he has his knowledge in better form to apply. The
British system turns out a man full of knowledge of prin-
ciples, while the American product is a business man with
scientific training. The characteristics of each nation
have their advantages. To America we look for that
rapid, bold, and successful application of science to in-
dustry which brought about the commercial invasion of
the world, while to Europe we look for these scientific
imaginings and creations which apparently are so unim-
portant today, but which tomorrow may revolutionize old
industries or give birth to new ones."
Prof. Blair of the Irish department of technical instruc-
tion writes that the best ability of the United States is not
to be found in the professions and in politics, as in Great
Britain, but in industries and commerce.
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The Prevention of Smoke..
By DR. JOHN WHITE.
THE question of smoke prevention is one whichhas been much discussed, agitated and legis-
lated upon during the last hundred years or more,
and the end is not yet, for it does not appear that
the problem has yet been solved in the best possi-
ble way, although much progress has been made,
and it is safe to say that, wherever the matter
has been taken up in earnest by municipal au-
thorities, and with a proper regard for the diffi-
culties to be overcome, the result has been most
gratifying. Terre Haute is a prosperous and rap-
idly growing city and has some just grounds to
claim the title of the "Pittsburgh of the West,"
judging by the number of factories which are locat-
ing here, although I have during this past winter
sometime suspected that its claim to the title was
originally a method of boasting that next to
Pittsburgh it is the smokiest city in the West.
Situated as we are, almost in the center of an
enormous, and as yet largely undeveloped, area
of coal deposits, with excellent and cheap trans-
portation, there can be no doubt that Terre
Haute is destined to develop into a great indus-
trial center. I ask you, therefore, is it not time
that we take steps for promoting the health and
greater comfort of our citizens, especially, by re-
ducing the evolution of smoke to a minimum?
That this is a pertinent question I make no
doubt we are all agreed, for we are all alike sufferers
from the present conditions. Smoke is recog-
nized everywhere as a common nuisance, preju-
dicial to health—though there are some who
claim the opposite upon the ground that carbon
is a great purifier, unfortunately forgetting that
smoke is not all carbon—to cleanliness and
beauty. Our handsomest buildings are soon
ruined, as are also our clothing, our books, our
pictures, our curtains and carpets, and eventually
our moral nature as well, upon the principle that
no one can be truly good who is not and may not
be externally clean.
*Paper read before the Terre Haute Science Club at a recent
meeting.
A question of this sort is one, however, which
should be dealt with only after a thorough and in-
telligent study of local conditions, and by those
whose training and experience fits them to carry
out such investigations in the best possible way.
The past history of smoke prevention shows that
too often legislation which resulted from too hasty
or not sufficiently considered action, has defeated
its own purpose, simply for the reason that the
provisions could not be enforced.
You will pardon me, therefore, if I endeavor
to point out some of the conditions and require-
ments which must be met in order to effect
smokeless combustion, and some of the methods
which have been most successfully used to accom-
plish this.
• What is smoke? Simply the unconsumed
portions of the fuel passing out, together with
the excess of air and the gases resulting from
combustion. Bituminous coal, the kind com-
monly used under boilers, consists essentially of
carbon, together with certain hydrocarbons,
small quantities of oxygen, nitrogen, sulphur,
moisture and mineral matter, the latter consti-
tuting the ash. It is not necessary to heat the
coal in order that combustion or oxidation may
take place, for it is well known that at ordinary
temperatures coal suffers a sort of oxidation when
exposed for any length of time to the air, and if
it is stored in piles of such size that the heat thus
generated cannot escape, spontaneous combus-
tion may result. But, while it is not necessary
to heat the coal to effect oxidation, it is neces-
sary to bring it up to a certain temperature in or-
der that this oxidation or combustion may pro-
ceed rapidly, a condition necessary when the
heat generated by the combustion is to be used.
This temperature is designated as the ignition,
or kindling temperature, and varies for different
elements; thus it requires a higher temperature
to ignite carbon than it does hydrogen. In the
case of a hydrocarbon then, such as marsh gas,
CH4, it frequently happens that, if the tempera-
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ture is above the kindling point for hydrogen
but below that for carbon, the gas is decomposed,
the hydrogen, or part of it, is burned, while the
carbon is deposited as soot—a condition noticed
in the burning of a candle or of kerosene oil,
when insufficient or too much air is present.
The above condition is realized in the case of
bituminous coal, which contains a large propor-
tion of volatile matter, made up chiefly of hydro-
carbons—the Indiana coals contain from 30 to
45% volatile matter by weight. Let us suppose
now a layer of such coal burning upon a grate,
the air being supplied from below, entering
through the grate bars; that portion nearest the
grate, being highly heated, is consumed, while
that above it has not yet reached its ignition tem-
perature. The volatile matter will distill off
from this upper layer at a comparatively low
temperature, consequently, of this gaseous por-
tion, only the hydrogen will burn, the carbon
passing off as smoke, or sometimes partially
burned, as carbon monoxide, which considered
from the point of view of health, is worse than
soot.
That it is practically impossible to prevent
smoke when such methods of burning are used
was early recognized, and led to the method
of coking, by heating on the dead plate of the
furnace, whereby the hydrocarbons are gradually
distilled out of the fresh fuel and are made to
pass over the highly heated layer of coal at the
back, thus being consumed.
Another difficulty met with in burning coal is
to provide a sufficient supply of oxygen or air,
and at the places where it is most needed, for it
has been shown that to effect complete combus-
tion an excess of air is needed—the maximum
efficiency is claimed (see D. K. Clark, The Steam
Engine) when the chimney gases contain about
33% free air. This air, to be most efficient,
should be heated, as otherwise it cools down the
volatile matter of the coal below its kindling tem-
perature, thus again producing smoke.
But even with a sufficient supply of air, and at
the proper temperature, complete combustion
may not result, because it is difficult to thor-
oughly mix gases of various degrees of density
within the space of time required to burn the
volatile components inside the fire box.
It may be seen then that, while in principle
complete combustion is easy to effect, there are
so many conditions needed to accomplish this
successfully in practice that it is small wonder
that smoke results; especially is this true when a
boiler is overloaded and has to furnish more
steam than its grate area will properly admit of.
The essential conditions for smokeless combus-
tion may be summed up as follows:
1. To furnish a sufficient amount of air.
2. To maintain a sufficiently high temperature
within the fire box.
3. To provide adequate means of mixing the
air with the combustible gases.
The above conditions have long been recog-
nized by the engineering profession, and efforts
have been made to devise practical and econom-
ical methods of reducing the "smoke nuisance."
The literature of the subject has already attained
enormous proportions, and hundreds of patents
have been issued upon devices for the prevention
of smoke.
The legislative history of the subject dates
from the time of Charles II of England, when a
royal edict was issued prohibiting under penalty
of death the burning of "sea coal." Since then
almost every civilized country has adopted some
form of legislation governing the emission of
smoke. The technical history—an excellent re-
sume of which was given in the published report
of the Paris commission on smoke prevention,
distributed in 1898 — apparently begins with
Denis Papin, while James Watt, as early as 1878,
invented and patented the down-draught furnace,
which in modified form is in use today, followed
in rapid succession by all sorts of devices for
supplying and regulating air at the furnace door,
and at the bridge, of inclined, step and double
grates, of double furnaces for alternate firing, of
the use of the steam jet, mechanical stoker and
methods of washing the chimney gases. Some
of these were based upon wrong ideas as to re-
quirements, others failed through too great corn-
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plexity, still others because too much was ex-
pected of them; but enough remains out of all
this to justify the statement that material pro-
gress has been made, and that it is possible to
burn coal under a boiler with practical smoke-
lessness.
The greatest success which has been attained
in this country in the practical prevention of
smoke probably has been reached in the cities of
Cleveland and St. Louis. In the former city a
non-partisan, non-political committee, of which
Prof. Benjamin of the Case School was made su-
pervising engineer, was appointed for a period of
five years, to study smoke prevention and the
best methods of proceedure to effect it. The result
was that within a comparatively short time, out
of some 1,500 to 1,800 furnaces, all producing
smoke, at least 600 had been rendered smokeless
in 1901 (when the last report that I have been
able to find was published), while on the railway
locomotives entering Cleveland, the smoke aver-
ages had been reduced from 35% to 11% within
a period of six months. In St. Louis, through
the efficient work of the Smoke Abatement Com-
mission, under the leadership of Mr. Wm. H.
Bryan, aided by the public-spirited cooperation of
the city government, the Board of Trade and the
scientific men and leading engineers, an equally
gratifying result has been reached, and they
promise us as an object lesson complete absence
of smoke at the great Fair to be held there this
summer—an ideal condition indeed.
In 1897, the Franklin Institute, at the instance
of the Board of Health of Philadelphia, under-
took an investigation of smoke-consuming de-
vices, which investigation was extended over
something more than a year, and furnished a col-
lection of most important data bearing upon the
subject. Without attempting to decide upon the
merits of any of the devices examined, the com-
mittee of the Institute was led to the conclusion
that a number of them were capable of reducing
the emission of smoke to a minimum.
Nor have other countries been behind us in this
matter. The first English commission was ap-
pointed in 1819, and others at intervals of a few
years up to 1891. In Germany a government
commission was appointed in 1892, which, after
prolonged investigation, reported in 1898 that
complete success had not yet been attained, but
that the way to success was clearly indicated,
and recommended, in order to prevent the annoy-
ance and injury resulting from the smoke of fur-
naces, that measures should be taken prohibiting
the evolution of dense, black and long continu-
ing smoke from such furnaces; that careful
oversight should be had over the furnace men,
only those being allowed in charge who had had a
thorough practical training under an approved
master fireman; and, finally, that, if necessary,
suitable fuel must be selected. Various of the
trades Vereine (unions?) in Germany provide
during the winter months, courses in stoking
and furnace attendance.
Perhaps the most complete, interesting and im-
portant investigation of the problem is that made
by the Paris Commission for the Prevention of
Smoke, appointed March 19th, 1894, which for
nearly four years was engaged upon the study of
smoke prevention and an examination of the de-
vices intended to accomplish this. They offered
prizes to the furnaces demonstrating the best re-
sults, and to this end instituted a series of most
rigid tests, carried out under a set of boilers be-
longing to one of the city departments. Each of
the devices entered was erected successively under
the same boiler, and subjected to two tests, one
with moderate, the other with rapid firing; each
test being carried out first by a stoker furnished
by the maker of the furnace and then by one
employed by the commission. The smoke was
measured by two independent observers upon a
scale of five, and recorded by hand upon a revolv-
ing cylinder. There were entered in the compe-
tition 110 competitors, of which 76 were French,
19 English, 4 German, 3 American, (U. S.), 3
Austro-Hungarian, 2 Italian, 1 Belgian, and 1 un-
known, and the types of furnaces may be classed
as follows:
16 Mechanical stoking and uniform combus-
tion.
20 With supplementary supply of hot or cold air.
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5 With injection of steam, with or without ad-
dition of air.
7 Mingling of flames and combustion of smoke.
7 Gas producers and gas firing.
2 Pulverizing of fuel previous to its combustion.
16 Washing of discharge gases.
37 Miscellaneous.
As a result of preliminary trials, thirty devices
were selected for more extended study, which
seemed best to meet the two requirements of the
commission, viz: 1st, not to give smoke contain-
ing any ordinary combustible matter, and 2nd,
to be economical in use.
No first prize was awarded; the second prize
was divided (5000 francs each) between Don-
nely's and James Proctor's furnaces; the third
prize (2000 fr.) went to Hawley's furnace, and
those of Dulac, Hinstin and Orvis received hon-
orable mention. Cuts and descriptions of these
are given in La Nature for 1899, pp. 98 and 115.
The Donnely furnace works upon the plan of a
preliminary coking of the fuel in a sort of basket
formed of water tubes; the Proctor furnace is a
mechanical stoking arrangement; the Hawley a
double grate with down draught; the Dulac an
inclined grate; the Hinstin likewise an inclined
grate with regulated air supply at the bridge;
while the Orvis furnace uses a steam injector for
supplying the air.
The general conclusions arrived at by the com-
mission are as follows:
1st. The experiments made indicate that the
ordinary grate is unsuited to the smokeless con-
sumption of fuel, even with the most careful
stoking.
2nd. It was clearly demonstrated that smoke
prevention and economy do not necessarily go to-
gether, and it should be assumed that smokeless
combustion involves increased expenditure.
Finally, the commission recommends the pro-
hibition of dense black smoke, as the trials
showed that many devices would accomplish this
result. It is also recommended that the chimney
should be so placed that its top is visible to the
furnace man.
While I was engaged upon the preparation of
this paper—and indeed had practically completed
it—an article by Prof. C. H. Benjamin appeared
in Science for March 25, which has a direct bear-
ing upon some of the statements just given, and
I venture to call attention to some of his remarks,
for he has given this subject such long continued
and earnest study as to make anything he may
say upon it authoritive. He says: "It is possi-
ble for a good fireman with his shovel, a pile of
soft coal and an ordinary flat grate, to so fire a
furnace as to make practically no smoke ;" but,
he adds, "this is highly improbable." The meth-
od which he suggests to accomplish this end is to
use the one-shovel system of firing, so success-
fully practiced on the railroads, with automatic
arrangement for regulating air and steam at the
needed time, viz: just after firing.
The Paris commission states that no system of
smoke prevention is strictly economical; this is
undoubtedly true, if we seek the economy in the
burning of the carbon of the smoke. Experi-
ments made by Scheurer-Kestner and by Thurs-
ton show that the loss due to this is rarely more
than 4 per cent, of the fuel used. The expense
of upkeep and of operation of any mechanical de-
vice would more than counterbalance the saving
of this amount of fuel. Prof. Benjamin, how-
ever, in the article above quoted, states that by
using an intermittent steam-jet the loss of steam
is not over two to three per cent., while the sav-
ing in coal is often fifteen per cent., and that any
one of ten or a dozen efficient mechanical stokers
now in use can be operated so as to effect a simi-
lar saving over the results of ordinary hand
firing—a statement not strictly in accord with
the report of the Paris commission. Prof. Ben-
jamin bases his conclusions upon observations
covering a period of years; he says, "The aver-
age rate of evaporation, with hand-fired Ohio or
Pittsburgh bituminous slack is from five to six
pounds of water per pound of coal under actual
conditions. With mechanical stokers the aver-
age rate is from seven to eight pounds of water
per pound of coal." He considers the "chain
grate, as made by the Babcock & Wilcox Co.,
the Green Engineering Co., and others, - as
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the most successful solution of the problem of
burning soft coal economically and without
smoke, so far presented. The uniform thickness
of fire, the steady feed under the boiler and the
automatic cleaning are the salient features in an
apparatus which is much better than any stoker
yet invented."
I have endeavored to point out in this paper
the requirements for smokeless combustion of
fuel, and to show that these requirements can be
successfully met in practice by any one of a num-
ber of devices to be had, with a wide choice as to
cost. Is it not possible that we may arouse here
in Terre Haute a public-spirited effort to put
down this growing evil, and so make our city a
more desirable place of residence? Let us de-
mand pure_air just we demand pure water and a
proper disposal of sewage. I think, moreover,
that if the matter is presented in the proper way
to those who are responsible for the production
of smoke, we shall meet with hearty cooperation
in our efforts to reach this end. Then let us fol-
low Ruskin's suggestion, "to deal properly and
swiftly with all substances in corruption, to ab-
solutely forbid noxious manufactures and vapors,
and by planting in all soils the trees which
cleanse and invigorate earth and atmosphere,
make every breath of air we draw food."
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Chains and Chain Transmission,
By C. H. HILLS, '02.
THE application of chain to power transmissionis not new, chains having been in use for
more than a century, in one form or another, but
the advantage-, of their application have not been
recognized by the engineer until within the last
few years. This lack of recognition can no doubt
be traced to the lack of information concerning
their action, and for that matter very little reliable
information is to be had to-day upon the subject.
Chains are applicable wherever a positi. 'e speed
ratio is to be secured, wherever the elements
would prove destructive to belting or rope, where-
ver there are short distance belts, wherever heavy
strains are to be transmitted at slow speeds, and
wherever space is of importance.
It would be difficult to properly classify chains,
as there are at present many forms, but they can
be roughly classed as cast and niachine made.
The former have until recently held nearly full
sway on account of their low first cost, but the
systematic development of the machine made
chain has placed it in the lead for the better class
of work. A machine made chain when properly
designed and constructed, is superior to a cast
one, in accuracy of pitch, greater strength per
unit of weight, greater and better wearing surface,
longer life, greater efficiency, and permits of a
higher chain speed.
While the machine made chains are many, I
will only briefly describe those known as the
"Block" and the "Roller."
Figure 1 shows-a Block Chain. This chain is
very simple consisting of three parts, namely :
A steel block (usually shaped like the letter B or
figure 8,) from which it takes its name, a side
bar and a rivet. In order to insure long life and
the retention of the proper pitch, the parts are
made of high grade steel, and the bearing surfaces
hardened. This class of chains is best adapted
to moderate speed-600 feet a minute and under,
and is used extensively on bicycles, motor cars,
milling machines, drill-presses, etc.
Fig. 2 represents a Roller Chain. The con-
struction of this chain is more complex than that
of the "Block" but it is lighter for the same ten-
sile strength, has a better action with the sprocket,
is more efficient and permits of a higher chain
speed. It consists of five parts, namely :— the
FT,
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outer or rivet side bar, the inner or bushing side
bar, rivet, bushing and roller. The object of the
bushing is to increase the wearing surface of the
rivet. If the bushing was omitted and the roller
placed on the rivet, the bearing would be reduced
to the thickness of the inside side bars, while
with it the bearing surface extends the width of
the chain. It will be noticed that the bushing is
flattened on one side; this is to insure against its
turning in the side bar as the chain is bent around
the sprocket. It has been found by experience
that nickel steel should be used for the rivet to
give best results. This with the bushing and
roller is hardened, to reduce the wear and increase
the life of the chain. Another very important
point to be considered in the construction of this
chain is the thickness of the rivet side bar. The
One of the chief problems that has confronted
the chain manufacturer has been the production
of a chain that will not lengthen its pitch by
wear at the joints. By using high grade steel
and hardening all of the wearing surfaces much
has been done to reduce this to a minimum.
It is to be regretted that the design and man-
ufacture of sprockets have not in general received
the same careful attention that has been given
the chain. It is the popular notion that a good
chain will run on most any sprocket, no matter
what its design. This is not the case, and ought
to be self-evident, yet today the demand is for
small sprockets cut in such a manner as to give
low first cost with no regard for the action of the
chain. The fact of the case is, however, that the
sprocket plays a part quite as important as the
FIG. 2
rivet acts as a beam loaded uniformly. With a
thin side bar it approaches the condition of being
supported:at the ends, while a thick side bar
makes it approach more nearly the condition of
being fixed at the ends. Besides increasing the
strength of the chains a thick rivet side bar is
superior to a thin one inasmuch as it makes the
rivet less liable to work itself loose. Experience
seems to show that the thickness of the rivet side
bar should be approximately one-half the diameter
of the rivet head. This style has been the out-
growth of a demand for a chain that combines
good mechanical construction with high efficiency.
It is used to-day almost exclusively on motor cars,
and is coming into general use for such work as
driving engine governors, mechanical stokers,
machine tools, wood-working machinery, and the
better class of conveyors.
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chain, and ought to receive the same care in its
design and construction.
Much might be said on the design and con-
struction of sprockets, but I will not take time
to enter deeply into the discussion here, but
rather call your attention to a few of the more
important points that should be closely observed.
The two formulae that are used in determining
the diameters of block and roller chain sprockets
are given below, and should be closely followed.
Formula for calculating diameters of sprocket-
wheels for block center chain:
N=No. of teeth.
b-=Diameter of round part of chain block.
B=Center to center of holes in chain block.
A=Center to center of holes in side links.
180°
a=







Outside diam.=Pitch diam. +b
Bottom diam.=Pitch diam. — b
Formula for calculating diameters of sprocket
wheels for roller chain :









Outside diam.=Pitch diam. +D
Bottom diam.=Pitch diam. — D
No sprocket should be used that has less than
twelve teeth, unless the chain speed is very slow,
and then the life and efficiency of the chain is
impaired by so doing.. The sprocket should be
cut with clearance along the pitch line equal to
about one-tenth the pitch of the chain, and the
fade of the tooth so shaped that the blow due to
the engagement of the tooth with the chain shall
be reduced to a minimum.
Figure 3 shows a sprocket cut without clear-
ance and Figure 4 one cut with clearance. Fig-
ure 3 is common practice, but incorrect. When
the chain is new it should fit every tooth of
the sprocket. This is the ideal condition, and
exists only for a short time. The chain length-
ens its pitch by wear. With infinitesimal elonga-
tion, one tooth must do all the work for any one
time. When a chain lengthens its pitch beyond
that of the sprocket, it must have clearance to
accommodate itself, or it will ride the teeth of
the sprocket, thus causing a loss of power and
complete its destruction in a short time.
Figure 4 shows the correct construction of the
sprocket with regard to tooth space. Just why
this important featute in sprocket construction
has remained so long unheeded is hard to ex-
plain. But one thing is certain; chains cannot
do their best unless geared with sprockets of
proper size and properly shaped teeth. By
proper size is meant sufficient number of teeth in
sprocket, and diameters cut to within TA,T, inches
of their theoretical value. I cannot better illus-
trate the advantage gained by using sufficient
number of teeth in the sprockets, than by the fol
lowing example: Take a chain speed of 600 ft.
per min. A certain chain when geared with a
nine-tooth sprocket will transmit three" _horse-
power. This same chain when geared with a
sprocket of eighteen teeth or over will transmit
four and one-half horse-power with equal safety.
The thickness of the sprocket at the pitch line
should be from A" to fit" less than the length
of the roller, according to the pitch of the chain.
Teeth should be chamfered from the pitch line to
the outside diameter. The thickness of tooth on
outside diameter should be one-half the length of
the roller. The sprocket and chain should be
kept clean and well lubricated. An excellent
lubricant for this class of work is a good grade
of oil mixed with graphite in equal proportions.
Mr. L. M. Wainwright is conducting a series of
experiments to determine more accurately the
best form of sprocket tooth, and is soon to pub-
lish some valuable data on the subject.
In conclusion, the writer wishes to thank the
Federal Manufacturing Company, Diamond
Chain Factory, for the cuts used in the above
article.
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ALUMNI NOTES.
Mason Galloway, '91, is living in a tent house
in the desert near Phoenix, Arizona. He had
an attack of tubercular peritonites, necessitating
a surgical operation, and was in the hospital at
Oakland, California, for ten nit nths. Then was
sent out to Phoenix, where he is raiiidly ge:ting
well, and expects to be soon able to go to work
again. He was obliged to give up his position
With the Snoqualmie Falls Power Co., of Seattle,
Washington.
Mr. Benjamin McKeen, '85, Manager of the
Vandalia Line, has been appointed a Director of
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.
R. B. Arnold, '03, is chemist for the Kentucky
Tobacco Produce Co., at Louisville, Ky. Until
lately he was a member of the firm of Burk &
Arnold, chemists, Louisville.
Clinton B. Kidder, '88, has resigned his posi-
tion as Manager of the Savannah Electric Rail
way Co., at Savannah, Ga., and will engage in
mining at Bonanza,. Yukon Territory.
Sidney J. Kidder, 1900, who has been taking
a graduate course at the Columbia School of
Mines, and has received the degree of E. M.,
will engage in mining in Idaho.
Arthur D. Kidder, '99, was married to Miss
Fidelia Royse of Terre Haute, on the evening of
March 31.
Invitations have been received to the marriage
of Mr. Harry S. Richardson, 1900, and Miss
Emma W. Heinrich, which will occur at the
home of the bride, in Washington City, on April
119th.
R. L. Wilson, '92, formerly resident engineer
for the Westinghouse Electric Co., at New York
City, is now erecting engineer, with headquarters
at Pittsburgh, Pa.
H. E. Wiedemann, '03, was in the city a few
days the latter part of March.
J. H. Hall, '97, has been appointed chief
draftsman of the Electric Controller and Supply
Co., at Cleveland, Ohio.
H. C. Gilbert, 03, who is with the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition, made his parents in this
city a short visit about the first of April.
Charles Jumper, '02, visited his parents and
friends for a few days during the latter part of
March. Jumper is chemist with the Pennsyl-
vania R. R., at Altoona, Pa.
Mr. William L. Ames, who was Professor of
Drawing and Machine Design at Rose from the
opening of the Institute, in 1883, until the fall
1896, spent a day or two in Terre Haute recently
visiting friends. He is now a member of the






By J. S. SHARP, '04.
THE long leaf Southern pine is abundant inall of the Gulf states. The natural habi-
tat of this tree is a dry sandy soil, and this soil
is found in a wide strip of land bordering the
Gulf of Mexico. In Mississippi the pine district
is bounded, approximately, on the north by the
line of the A. and V. railroad. The belt extends
entirely across the State, and is bounded on the
south by the Gulf. This gives a district approx-
imately one hundred and fifty (150) miles long by
one hundred and forty (140) miles wide, which is
penetrated by five railroads whose general direc-
tion is north and south. These roads are the
New Orleans and Northwestern, the Gulf and
Ship Island, the Mobile, Jackson and Kansas
City (building), the Mobile and Ohio, and the
Illinois Central. This area is covered with tim-
ber varying in quality and amount, but which is
more abundant and more valuable as one travels
south in the district. In large tracts it is a fair
estimate to count on from six (6) to eight (8)
thousand feet of lumber per acre. There are
three kinds of pine in this district, the long leaf,
the short leaf, and the loblolly or old field pine.
The loblolly and short leaf varieties are much
more common in the northern than in the central
and southern portions of this area. The loblolly
pine is practically all sapwood and has very little
value as timber. It is a very rapid growing tree
and quickly covers abandoned farms and other
clearings, and hence its name of old field pine.
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The long leaf pine is an evergreen conifir of very
slow growth, having a rather dense hard, strong
wood. These trees grow to heights of from sev-
enty (70) to one hundred (100) feet before any
branches put out. The few branches are small
compared with the size of the tree, and lumber-
men judge the quality of a tree, as to the amount
of sapwood, by the size and number of these
limbs. The short leaf pine branches a great deal
more than the long leaf, and much more irregu-
larly. The wood of the two trees is much alike,
the chief difference being in the greater weight
and density of the long leaf pine.
There are two systems of buying timber in
general use in Mississippi. The larger mills buy
the timber land, paying from four (4) to ten
(10) dollars an acre for it. The value of this
land is rapidly increasing, and competition for it
is very keen between mill owners and land com-
panies wishing to make a speculative investment.
The smaller mills usually buy the trees and pay
for them by the thousand feet of lumber. It is
far more economical, as prices are, to buy by the
acre, which fact constitutes a distinct advantage
of the large plant over the small one.
There are two general methods of hauling the
logs to the mills. Some of the mills use ox
teams and logging wagons of various types.
This is slow, cumbersome and expensive, and a
distance is soon reached where the cost becomes
prohibitory. Hence we have the " dummy "
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lines of various types in use at different places.
The simplest way, when conditions permit it and
the distance is short, is to use a gravity road.
This is usually practicable, as most of the mills
are built on low ground. Next we find lines
have engines of various types for motive power.
These lines vary from narrow gauge tracks a few
miles in length to standard gauge tracks fifty or
sixty miles in length. Most of the lines are nar-
row gauge and use very light rails and rolling
stock. It is the usual plan to build a main line
out from the mill, nearly perpendicular to the
line of railroad on which the mill is situated, and
then to build spurs at convenient distances along
the main track. Both the main line and the
spurs are built, when possible, in the v4lleys.
The pine country is cut up very much by deep,
narrow valleys, called hollows, and it is in these
that the tracks are usually laid. This is based
on two reasons. First, if the track is at the bot-
tom of the valley.- all the hauling with teams
will . be down hill. Second, the first cost of the
track building will be kept down. The attempt
is to so place the spurs that the timber will all
be reached with the least possible expense.
Hence a spur is put in whenever it is cheaper to
lay and remove • the spur than it would be to
make an extra haul with teams. When the tim-
ber along a spur is exhausted, then the spur is
torn up and laid in a new place. Very little
grading is done on these tracks, this being espec-
ially true of the temporary spurs. No more bal-
last is put on than is consistent with safe run-
ning at slow speeds. Curves up to fifteen degree
ones are common, and very steep grades are al-
lowable. As all of the loaded trains pass one
way, we may make almost any grade going away
from the mill. A grade is considered as being
satisfactory whenever a train can be carried over
without cutting.
Most of these lines have been laid out and
constructed by men who have had no technical
training, consequently there are many instances
of poor selection of lines and false economy in
trying to keep down first cost. There are in-
stances of fifteen degree curves at the bottom of
steep grades, down which loaded trains are run
at excessive rates of speed. Contrary to reason,
wrecks are few, and fatalities are almost un-
known.
The cost of one of these narrow gauge roads
may be safely estimated at two thousand (2,000)
dollars per mile if we use thirty pound steel.
The steel, rolling stock, etc., are often bought
second-hand at greatly reduced prices.
The logs are loaded on the cars by using chains
attached to them and horses or oxen for power.
About eighteen or twenty cars make a train which
is placed on a siding at the mill and the logs un-
loaded into a pond. This pond serves several
purposes. The water cleans the dirt from the
logs and protects them from decay and the rav-
ages of insects. It is also easy to handle the
logs by floating them into position and then load-
ing them on the saw carriage by a power crane
or other mechanical means. After leaving the
saws the lumber which is to be dressed passes on
to dry kilns, while the rough lumber is piled or
loaded into cars. The lumber passes through
the dry kilns in from four to six days, depending
largely on the size of the pieces. The lumber
sells from twelve (12) to thirty (30) dollars a
thousand feet, depending on the grade and
finish. Dressed lumber sells for about four
(4) dollars more a thousand than rough lum-
ber of the same grade. This difference repre-
sents the cost of drying and dressing. The
slabs are cut into building laths, and the re-
fuse from this operation is burned under the
dry kilns. The saw-dust is used to fire the boil-
ers, and makes a fairly satisfactory fuel when
dry and green saw-dust are mixed in the proper
• proportions.
A commissary is usually run in connection
with the mill, and every endeavor is made to
have the employees trade at this store. The men
are paid in time checks on.this store, and the pay
is kept constantly two weeks behind the work.
Of course, a man is not compelled to trade at this
store, but a man who does not is usually dropped
from the pay-roll for any reasonable complaint.
Gradually the smaller mills are being forced
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out of business for several excellent reasons.
Many small plants have been built and run by in-
experienced men who had insufficient or no capi-
tal. Thus the smaller plants do not have the
labor-saving devices and cheap ways of handling
timber which the larger ones have. Again, most
of the valuable timber land is in the possession
of the large mills or speculative land companies.
A mill of sixty thousand (60,000) capacity,
may be erected and equipped for about fifteen
thousand ($15,000) dollars. This does not in-
clude any timber laud or initial running ex-
penses.
Y. M. C. A.
The annual election of officers was held in the
Association room Friday evening, March 18.
The following men were elected for the coming
year:
W. H. Burr, '05, President.
C. W. Post, '07, Vice-President and Corres-
ponding Secretary.
K. D. White, '06, Recording Secretary and
Treasurer.
Work has been commenced on the 1904-1905
hand-book, and it is the intention of the commit-
tee to have it out before the end of the school
year.
Any suggestions for the improvement of this
issue will be gladly received by any member of
the association.
The Modulus artists have been very busy lately.
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Y. M. C. A., 2; R. P. I., O.
THE championship game between the R. P.I. and Y. M. C. A. for the Star trophy cup
broke up in a row, but not before R. P. I. had
scored 14 points to her opponent's 5. What
there was of the game was very fast, the Poly
boys outplaying the Association men at every
stage of the game, throwing 6 field goals and 2
foul goals in about 25 minutes of actual play,
Trueblood throwing 3 field goals, and Barbazette,
Shickel and Johnson 1 each, while Thurman got
the I wo foul goals.
Trouble began in the early stage of the game,
when O'Brien of the Y. M. C. A. began fouling
Trueblood. Naturally Trueblood got mad, and
the referee had to separate the men, after warn-
ing them to play clean ball. In the second half,
Thurman, who was playing fot ward on the Y.
M. C. A. team, deliberately tripped Trueblood
while the latter was going at full speed. The
latter started after Thurman to give him as good
as he sent, but Referee McCormick ordered
Trueblood out of the game for dirty playing.
Then Manager Reynolds took a hand and refused
to let his team continue the game unless True-
blood was allowed to stay in the game, which
was refused. Accordingly McCormick forfeited
the game to Y. M. C. A. by the score of 2-0.
While the referee was wholly within his rights
in acting as he did, still he ought to have seen
that the whole thing was merely a put-up job to
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get Trueblood out of the game, and in putting
Trueblood out as he did he was doing exactly
what the Y. M. C. A. men had worked for since
the first. McCormick should have put both men
out of the game at the first sign of roughness,
and although R. P. I. would/ have been least
benefitted by the change, it was the only thing










L. F  Lindeman
 R. F.. . Thurmaff—Houghey
L. G.  Paddock
R. G  O'Brien*
The Star cup was won by the Y. M. C. A.
team, it having won all the games played.
Won. Lost. Per Cent.
Y. M C A , 6 0 1:000
R P I ,  4 2 .667
I. S. N , 2 4 .333
Co B.,  0 6 .000
BASKETBALL SUMMARY.
A summary of the basketball games played
during the season shows that R. P. I. only won
one-half of their scheduled games Still every
game except ,one was lost by only a few points.
The games and scores are as follows:
Dec. 2-1. S. N. 12; Rose 48.
Dec. 12—Co. B 5; Rose 72.
Jan. 8—Wabash 34; Rose 26.
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Jan. 9—CraWfordsville Business College 20; Rose 21.
Jan. 13—Y. M. C. A. 21; Rose 19.
Jan. 16—Purdue 19; Rose 18.
Jan. 30—Indiana 17; Rose 22.
Feb. 13—Wabash 26; Rose 24.
Feb. 17—I. S. N. 14; Rose 52.
Feb. 20—C. B. C. 19; Rose 29.
Feb. 29—Purdue 35; Rose 27.
March 3—Co. B. 8; Rose 60.
March 5—Indiana 50; Rose 19.
March 16—Y. M. C. A. 2; Rose 0.
Total—Opponents 282; Rose 437.
ROSE-NORMAL INDOOR MEET.
The R. P. I. track team was defeated by the
State Normal team in the indoor meet on March
19 by the score of 29 to 25. The outcome of the
meet was in doubt until the last event, when the
Normalites took both first and second places and
won the meet by the narrow margin of 4 points.
Both teams did good work, but especially Pope
of the Normal, who had three first places to his
credit, and Capt. A. Lee of the Poly team, who
ran Pope a dead heat in the 20-yard dash, and
who tied for first place in the pole vault. Wisch-
meyer and Johnson also showed up well, each
winning the event in which he was entered with
ease.
The order of events-and the results follow:
TWENTY-YARD DASH.
Pope, I. S. N., first.
Lee, R. P. I., second.
Templeton, I. S. N„ third.
Time-3 seconds.
RUNNING HIGH JUMP.
Wischmeyer, R. P. I., first.
Weathers, I. S. N., second.
Shickel, R. P. I., third,
Height-5 ft. 2 in.
POLE VAULT.
Willien, R. P. I., first.
Lee, R. P. I., second.
Larkins, R. P. I., third.
Height-8 ft. 6 in.
HALF MILE RUN.
Johnson, R. P. I., first.
Templeton, I. S. N., second.
Hahn, R. P. I., third.
Time-2 min. 22i- sec.
STANDING BROAD JUMP.
Pope, I. S. N., first.
Beecher, I. S. N., second.
Benham, I. S. N., third.
Distance-10 ft. 254 in.
SHOT PUT.
Pope, I. S. N., first.
Beecher, I. S. N., second.
Randal, R. P. I., third.
Distance— 30 ft. 10 in.
MILE RELAY RACE.












TRACK TEAM AT LOUISVILLE,
The track team went to Louisville April 9th,
to compete in the athletic meet held there under
the auspices of the Manual Training School of
that city. While not expecting to show up any-
thing extra, still the team had hopes of scoring,
and in that they were not disappointed. Lee
won second place in the 50-yard handicap, and
the relay team, consisting of Modesitt, Trueblood,
Johnson and Lee, won the intercollegiate relay
race from Kentucky State College in the fast
time of 2:50*.
In a very close race the Cincinnati Y. M. C. A.
relay team defeated Chicago Y. M. C. A. in
2:451. This was only 51" better than our own
team, while our team was not pushed in the
least, winning by a margin of about fifty yards.
In the half and the mile Hahn made a good
showing, getting fourth place in the mile. In
the high jump Wischmeyer made fourth place at
5'4" with handicap, while the man who won the
third made only 5'434". In the pole vault Larkins
was one of the last four men in, dropping out at
something over nine feet.
The meet itself was a great success, both so-
cially and from an athletic point of view. The
best record was that of Kirby, the old Notre
Dame man, who lowered the record in the 60-
yard hurdle from 8'1" to 71". Hunter, of the
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Louisville Y. M. C. A., won the 50-yard dash in
the fast time of 51".
Arrangements are being made for a dual meet
with DePauw at Greencastle on May 7, and with
the Normals on May 14, at Terre Haute.
BASEBALL.
Baseball has been progressing steadily under
the direction of Coach Reed, and while the
team has been slightly handicapped by the con-
dition .of the diamond, the players have been
steadily at work for the past month, and ought
to give a good account of themselves when they
line up against an opposing team. There have
been from twelve to fifteen men out daily, and
the following have been given suits: Reed, Daily
(Capt.), McBride, Bowsher, Stoddard, Randall,
Deinmitt, Bland, Baylor, Miner, Greenleaf,
Douthett. Daily will do the pitching for the
team, with Demmitt and Freudenreich to alter-
44




The men lined up as follows in a practice game







L. F., Baylor, Miner.
C. F., Bowsher.














Millikin University, at Terre Haute.
Rose at Indiana University.
Rose at Purdue University.
Indiana State Normal, at Terre Haute.
Kentucky State College, at Terre Haute.
Rose at Kentucky Military Institute.
Rose at Louisville M. T. H. S.
Rose at Washington University.
Indiana University, at Terre Haute.
Rose at DePauw.
Indiana State Normal, at Terre Haute.
DePauw, at Terre Haute.
'Druther watch a game of ball than eat, by gum!
•
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A track meet has been arranged between the
two sections of the Freshman class.
Strecker is captain of Section A's team, while
Trueblood is looking out for B's interests. These
two men happen to be the Freshman Athletic
Directors.
We wish to thank somebody for several good
differentials which were handed in during the
month.
Addie, instructing the track team:—"It is not
meet that you should eat too much meat before
the meet."
• Fire-cracker: — Z Z Z — — — ! ! ! Bang ! ! !
Dr. Mees (rushing out of the office):—"Sam,
run upstairs and see where that plaster has
fallen."
So far neither the Doctor nor Sam has been
able to locate it.
WHERE PARTING GIVES NO PAIN.
Some of our chums have parted company with
their boarding houses sooner than expected by
various and sundry landladies.
Zip, in electricity:—"When you rub the rod
with a catskin—"
Voice from the rear:—"Wouldn't a Henskin
do?"
The prominent member of the class of 1905
whom rumor reported as engaged to a young
lady now residing in this city, characterizes the
rumor as a "gross fabrication," and extends an
earnest invitation to all parties to keep out of his
business.
It is said that the Normal Advance is printing
two pictures of Addie, one before the meet, and
the other after. The first one is the well-known
smile. The second will very likely be slightly
different.
A student who refuses to subscribe to a school
paper, and then reads it over the shoulder of his
friend, is short enough to tie his shoestring to
his necktie.—[Ex.
Prof.:—"I could keep on dividing this stick
into smaller and smaller particles until I die and
also in the hereafter, provided the stick could
stand the temperature."
"Jojo":—"These facts were all found by ex-
perimentally."
The class of 1905 gave a dance for the benefit
of The Modulus on the evening of April 6th. All
report a good time.
Crane, '07, has been initiated into Sigma Nu.
The two Wickys of '07 (Wickliffe and Wick-
ersham) went duck hunting on the 12th of
March. We are glad to report that neither was
hurt.
AT BARR'S.
Smart Junior: —"What kind of butter is that?"
Knowing Senior:—"It's 'No' butter."
•
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Schuchardt (translating Spanish) : — "The
fingers of our feet and hands."
Student (at parting):—"Professor, I am in-
debted to you for all I know."
Professor (pleasantly):—Don't mention such a
trifle.' —[Ex.
0. Wood, '07:—"I called to see if I could be-
come a member of the Glee Club."
Mrs. Adams:—"I will let you know later, but
I think you will make better progress in your
lessons than in singing."
Get Gillette to try to express "twelve millions"
in figures.
Prof.:—"Are there any questions about the
work on the board?"
Ottiwell :—"He has 'tan X=angle' instead
of—"
Prof. (interrupting):—"I mean questions for
information, not criticism."
Wicky:—"If any one is absent, he will please
raise his hand."
Philipps says in the course of his reading he
came across an article which stated that Santos
Dumont was so used to being elevated that he
had to sit on a high chair to eat his meals.
Dr. Mees recently proved conclusively that
Sievers is not as well acquainted with water as
he thinks he is.
Prof.:—"If we hitch three horses abreast to a
wagon, we put one between the other two."
"Sir Tom" was recently overheard telling how
to find the specific gravity of water with an in-
candescent globe.
Cecil Wood:—"Say, I'll make mincemeat of
you if you fasten any more tobacco sacks on my
coat."
Donald: —"Pshaw, you will have to take some
physical culture in order to do that."
Lawton has been writing poetry of late, but its
rhythm, like his walk, has a slight "agricultural
swing."
Dr. White:—"The middle is hollowed out
along the edges."
A LAY OF ANCIENT ROME.
Oh! the Roman was a rogue,
He erat was, you bettum ;
He ran his automobilis
And smoked his cigarettum,
He wore a diamond studibus,
An elegant cravattum, .
A maxima cum laude shirt,
And such a stylish hattum.
He loved the luscious hic-hac-hoc,
And bet on games and equi ;
At times he won, at others, though,
He got it in the nequi ;
He winked (quo usque tandem?)
At puellas on the Forum, -
And sometimes even made those goo-goo oculorum.
—[Lampoon.
The Aurora Bulletin describes the narrow es-
cape of some laborers in the following terms:
"The men fled in alarm to escape injury from
flying timbers and shooting sand, and narrowly
escaped being hurt by their timely flight."
Raz. (in the dark room) : — "What kind of
stuff is this? It has such a peculiar taste."
J. N. :—"Guess I made a mistake and gave you
my new sponge rubber."
The following is the recipe for the famous.
"Shickel Sandwich," as given by the inventor:
Two hot pancakes, coated with a thick layer of
ice cream; butter, and eat with maple syrup.
"Goodness! We'll miss the opera," she said,
impatiently; "we've been waiting a good many
minutes for that mother of mine."
"Hours, I should say," he replied testily.
"Ours?" she cried rapturously; "Oh, George,
this is so sudden." Then she fell upon his
neck.— [Ex.
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Freshie:—"Heat the platinum wire to white
heatness."
Prof.:—"They said a horse should do 33,000
foot pounds of work per minute. We don't
have any of those horses around here."
Jojo:—"Now, I want you to be free to ask
questions.''
Goodman :—"What became of the light in your
last demonstration?"
Jojo:—"You may leave the room."
(Goodman leaves with a bewildered look on
his face.)
Larkins:—Won't you come out and try for the
track team?"
Atherton:—"No, sir; not for worlds would I
run any risk of sunburning my face."
A bottle of milk was placed on the letter board
for Canfield, '06.
Kelsall (the day after):—"Have you made an
analysis of that milk yet?"
Canfield:—"Yes, and I have had the stomach-
ache ever since."
Ryan isn't absent-minded. It was just an ac-
cident that he went out to the gym at twelve
one day, just after a Calculus quiz, went on the
floor, and wondered why no one else came out.
Wicky:—"This noon I saw a fellow who had
about as much as he could carry, and he seemed
.so happy that I would have given almost anything
to have been in his place.' 
Jojo:—"Use a piece of solid glass tubing."
Prince Kadel (in Mechanics of Machinery):—
"Now, where this point is at rest, its accelera-
tion is the maximum.
Jojo (in Physics):—"Now, suppose you sur-
round this tube with ice-cold steam, it would
naturally expand."
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Cece (coaching his team):—"Keep one eye on
the ball, one eye on your man, one eye on the
basket, and watch where you pass the ball."
IS HE OR IS HE NOT?
A rumor which caused a great deal of excite-
ment one morning the first of the month at
school, was that Robert Frank Garrettson of the
Senior class was to be married at Clinton, Ind.,
to Miss Elise Gagg of Milwaukee, formerly of
Terre Haute, at high noon of that date.
It had been noticed that Mr. Garrettson for
a few days previous was even more preoccu-
pied and particular than usual, and so when he
was seen to quietly leave the building at about
eleven o'clock of that day, the news was soon
communicated to his many friends, and there was
a large expectant crowd gathered at the station
to start them on their journey with the usual
rice and slippers.
Mr: Garrettson has been the recipient of many
congratulations, both from his classmates and the
faculty, although he, like others before him,





This smile was also found in the gym. Friends
of the owner, however, tell us that he uses the
same smile with the ladies, and members of the
basketball team report that on one of the trips
they had to throw a coat over his bead every time
a young lady appeared.
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Factors of Safety and Factors of Laziness.
THE 
following abstract of a paper by Mr. C, E.
Stromeyer, chief engineer of the Manchester Steam
Users' Association, we take from The Practical
Engineer, London:
Mr. Stromeyer mentioned that the term "factor of safe-
ty" must have been invented in the early days of modern
engineering, when the public had to be educated into a
feeling of confidence in iron structures which looked
flimsy when compared with older ones of stone and wood.
The term also served as a cloak for the want of knowledge
among engineers as to how to determine stresses, and as
to what their effect would be. We have certainly come
down from the high factors of safety of seven to ten, and
are content with five and four, and even less. These are
nominal factors, and still cover much mental laziness
which hinders us from examining structures in the light
of many most beautiful and valuable investigations by
mathematicians. The acceptance of a lower factor would
entail considerable work of a highly mathematical nature,
but it would permit many savings to be effected without
in any way endangering structures. The author em-
phasized the necessity to consider the elasticity of struct-
ures, and instanced the case of change of material for
ships from untested iron, which was considered to have
a strength of 18 tons, to mild steel, which had to show at
least 27 tons in'the testing machine. Surely with an in-
crease of 50 per cent. tenacity, or even more, the reduc-
tion of thickness of 20 per cent. which was then made
was justified, but this reduction demanded a closer spac-
ing of frames on account of springiness.
• Regarding the harder qualities of steels the author drew
attention to the apparently simple case of the screwed
breech piece of a gun, and. showed that the number of
threads may be reduced to a minimum only if the section
of metal in the surrounding gun barrel is the same as that
of the breech plug.
He next dealt with the question of live load, and lament-
ed that most engineers still adhere to a view expressed
many years ago by some professor, that load will produce
twice as great a stress if moving as if resting. Ample
mathematical inquiries are available for dealing with each
case on its merits, and many cases ought long ago to have
led engineers to deal with the matter in a more thought-
ful way than merely using a large factor of safety, which
was nothing else than a measure of ignorance. The author
then dealt with the case of a bar striking an anvil, and
showed how the stresses can be calculated.
He stigmatized much so-called practical experience as
being nothing else but rule of thumb, the adoption of a
factor of safety of five being of this class of experiences.
The fault lay to a large extent with the physicists, who
have not made the necessary experiments. He mentioned
that, in addition to tension and compression stresses, there
are seven compound stresses, of which only two have as
yet received names, viz., hydrostatic pressure and shear-
ing stress, and it is only the latter whose influence has
been at all studied.
Concluding his remarks, Mr. Stromeyer pointed out
that experiments are greatly needed, and that stresses in
structures should be studied in fuller detail than is now
customary. If that were done, the term "factor of safety,"
which he considered to be very undignified for engineers
to rely upon, would gradually disappear; engineers would
be able to say that a structure was safe as long as a certain
load was not exceeded.
Another New Metal.
FROM a rece
nt consular report, we quote as follows:
"A new metal, which is similar to aluminium, but
still of lesser weight, has been discovered by the
French Engineer, Albert Nodon, and called `nodium,'
after him. It is manufactured by an electric process. In
color, lustre, and structure it is almost exactly like steel.
Its specific weight when molten is only 2.4. Its resistance
against breaking is given as obout 20 pounds per square
of 0.04 inch. Its constancy in the air is higher than that
of aluminium. Its ductility is between 6 to 8 inches; the
malleability can be compared to that of bronze. It melts
at about 600°. It is suitable for being cast into forms.
The conductibility for the electric current is as high as
that of copper of equal weight. If natural power, es_
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pecial-ly water power, can be used for its manufacture,
the cost in round figures is about 15 cents per pound.
The inventor expects numerous uses of nodium in the
near future, especially for electric wires and cables, for
light but strong parts of motor cars, torpedo-boats, men-
of-war, street cars, military outfits, air ships, etc., and for
castings in place of bronze, German silver, and similar
metals. Nothing definite has yet been communicated as
to the chemical composition of nodium nor as to the mode
of its manufacture." It would be interesting to get some
more authentical information on the properties and com-
position of this metal.—Electrochemical Industry.
THE Japanese have built a 2-ft. gage railroad from astation of an ordinary street railroad near Tokio
over a very hilly and crooked route along the sea
for about 20 miles to a bathing resort where there are hot
springs, and the views of sea, rocks and mountains are
said to exceed even the loveliest shores of the Mediter-
ranean. The cars on this road are nearly cubical, and too
low for a European of ordinary height to stand in. The
first-class cars seat only four passengers. These are des-
patched in what may be called convoys, usually of three,
not coupled, but a few yards apart. In front trots the
conductor, blowing a horn to warn people at crossings,
etc., and the motive power on the upgrades is furnished
by three men pushing each car. These, when a summit
is"passed, mount a footboard by which the car is entered,
and so ride downhill, on the long and steep ones at a
terrific speed which carries the car well up the opposite
slope, and frightens the passengers (but not the coolies)
half out of their wits. At the turnouts Japanese girls serve
tea and fruit to passengers and trainmen alike, and on
arriving at the terminus (the 20 miles are made usually in
four hours) the passengers part from the conductors and
wagon-pushers with many reverences. —Railroad Gazette.
A Model Mint at St. Louis.
AMONG the 
most interesting of the exhibits at the
Louisiana Purchase Exposition will be a model
mint which will be shown by the Treasury Depart-
ment. It took six months to prepare this model installa-
tion, and it will be erected by Edwin S. Church, Superin-
tendent of Machinery in the Mint, to be ready for steady
running after April 29. It will show the process of coin-
ing from the melting of the ingots to the finished coin.
Instead of coins the model mint will strike the official
Exposition medal, of the size of a $20 gold piece.
Employees of the mint will also exhibit a gas plant,
similar to the one in use in that institution.
For comparison with the modern miniature plant one
of the first coining presses used, the oldest in existence,
dating back to 1795, will also be exhibited by the Phil-
adelphia Mint. Another feature of the exhibit will be
4,000 coins and 700 medals selected from the Mint collec-
tion by Henry H. Goodrich, the curator.
THOSE of our readers who may have been interestedin the articles describing the Interferometer of
Professor Michelson, of Chicago, and his apparatus
for extremely tninute measurement by means of wave
lengths of light will be glad to know that the University
of Chicago Press has published a book by Professor
Michelson entitled "Light Waves and Their Uses," which
book is likely to be extremely interesting to those who
have an ambition to know something of how the most
exceedingly refined work in measurement is done.
—Electrical World and Engineer.
IT is announced that the plans for the model foundry atthe St. Louis Exposition are completed and that the
construction of the building will soon be commenced.
The entire charge of this foundry will be in the hands of
the Worchester Polytechnic jnstitute.
Wireless Telegraph Newspaper at Sea.
PROJECT is being worked out to publish a " mul-
ltiple " daily newspaper on the Atlantic steam-
. ships each summer. The Marconigram says:
"The newspaper will be of standard size, and will con-
tain full telegraphic reports from the Associated Press.
Its advertisements will be contracted for ashore, and it is
expected that a very profitable business will thus be es-
tablished. The combined circulation of this journal on
board all steamships will be large enough to warrant its
use by advertisers, whereas the issuance of different pa-
pers on board each separate vessel renders none of them
a profitable mediimi, by reason of the comparatively
small circulation of each. The projector of this publica-
tion is said to have contracted with the Marconi Company
to receive as many words per day as the company can
transmit with its facilities, at a rate per word which will
prove extremely profitable to the compavy. The same
matter will be printed in each edition of the paper,
whether issued on board the Lucania, the Kaiser Wil-
helm or the Minnehaha. The editorial rooms will be lo-
cated ashore, either in America or Europe, and the news,
editorials and miscellaneous matter for each edition will
be furnished fresh each day by wireless, as well as the
changes for advertisements. This is rather a revolution-
ary undertaking, but by no means chimerical. There are
at times a population of 20,000 to 30,000 people afloat in
ocean steamers between the United States and Europe.
To furnish this vast multitude with a summary of the
day's happenings, in various languages, is an enterprise
which cannot fail to become popular.—[Electrical World
and Engineer.
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These are days when
good clothes are to be
had easily, and not nec-
essarily expensive. All
you want to know is the
knowledge where to go.
Garments we make are
the right kind for you.






NEW PLACE, 21 North Seventh Ste, opp, P.O.
VISIT OUR ART DEPARTMENT ON SECOND FLOOR  
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CIGAR STORE AND BATH ROOMS,
12 NORTH SEVENTH STREET
NEAR POST OFFICE.
- WE USE THE ANTISEPTIC COMPRESSED AIR.
Jno. G. Heinl & Son,
.. Florists ..







TRACK TEAM WHICH WILL REPRESENT ROSE AT THE I. C. A. L. MEET, MAY 21, 1901.
Tofi Row (reading from left to right): Lawton, Douthett, Unckrich, Klenk, Hannum, Trueblood, Cook, Willien, Larkins,
Benson, Canfield, (Mgr.)
Center Row: Johnson, A. Lee, (Capt.)
Bottom Row: Hahn, Modesitt, E. Lee, Ryan, C. Wischmeyer, Crevoisie, Post, Hanley.
